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A paranormal action-adventure about sword-wielding guardians of the afterlifeIchigo Kurosaki never

asked for the ability to see ghosts--he was born with the gift. When his family is attacked by a

Hollow--a malevolent lost soul--Ichigo becomes a Soul Reaper, dedicating his life to protecting the

innocent and helping the tortured spirits themselves find peace. Find out why Tite Kubo's Bleach

has become an international manga smash-hit! When a mysterious group of warriors calling

themselves the Vandenreich attacks, Ichigo heads to Hueco Mundo to help his friend Nel. And

when the Vandenreich takes the fight to the Soul Society, an all-out war between Soul Reapers and

Quincies breaks out! Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences.
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Not much I can say without spoiling anything for people. I can say this. IF you enjoyed watching the

animated series and were upset at it ending in any capacity (how it ended, unanswered questions,

etc) read these. Don't ask questions just read :D

I love love love Bleach! This manga is amazing and will thought out. Tite Kubo dose a great job

telling the story and the illustration is out of this world! If you are all about the supper natural or even

if you just like sword fights, then check this manga out!

His drawing style is amazing and while, Ichigo is now part martian, Eskimo, super sayian and pirate,



I still want to continue reading it to see what happens to him when he faces the Quincy King....it is

getting juicy!

im a big bleach fan to be honest bleach is my favorite anime now i know there not a lot of us that

like bleach and its gets its rap like other anime out there but its bleach tite kubo put in work people

490-499 this THOUSAND YEAR BLOOD WAR ARC is crazy good people trust me when i say crazy

good its just that check it out bleach vol. 56 rocks

The war has started and soul reapers are dying. The captain's are in danger and face their Bankai's

being stolen, Ichigo maybe the only hope and he's stuck fighting an enemy in heco mundo. This arc

has hit the ground running and I'm still out of breathe from reading this one. I can't wait to dive into

the next one and see what happens.

As in previous Bleach volumes, this story follows main character and substitute soul reaper Ichigo

Kurosaki.This new story arc follows a burst of activity from a new enemy. Without giving anything

away there is a new army neither Soul Reaper or Arrancar that is out to take over the world.

This is part of the last story arc in the series. It can definitely be said that this is going to be a very

hard fought battle

Awesome book! I love this series and it keeps getting better! It kept me on the edge of my seat the

whole time! Now, I can't wait for the next one!
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